Recent experiments have triggered a debate about the ability of protons to transfer through individual layers of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). However, calculations have shown that the barriers to proton penetration can, at more than 3 eV, be excessively high. Here, on the basis of first principles calculations, we show that the barrier for proton penetration is significantly reduced, to less than 1 eV, upon hydrogenation even in the absence of pinholes in the lattice. Analysis reveals that the barrier is reduced because hydrogenation destabilises the initial state (a deep-lying chemisorption state) and expands the honeycomb lattice through which the protons penetrate. This study offers a rationalization of the fast proton transfer observed in experiments, and highlights the ability of proton transport through single-layer materials in hydrogen rich solutions.
Selective sieving of ions and molecules through thin membranes is a key step for a wide range of applications such as water purification and ion exchange membrane fuel cells [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Two-dimensional (2D) materials like graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) offer potential as membrane materials since they are a single atom thick and have high mechanical stability and flexibility [1, 2, 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] . For some time, it was believed that pristine graphene and h-BN were impermeable to ions due to high energy barriers for penetration [17, 18] . Recent experiments, however, have suggested that protons can in fact penetrate pristine graphene and h-BN [1, 2] . In the measurements, the 2D materials were immersed in proton conducting polymers or aqueous solutions, and from temperature (T )-dependent proton conductivity measurements, proton penetration barriers of only 0.8 and 0.3 eV were estimated for single-layer graphene and h-BN, respectively [1] . Note that these estimated barriers include contributions from zero-point energy (ZPE) [2] . Defects such as atomic pinholes are known to facilitate proton transfer [9] . A certain level of defects will inevitably be present, associated e.g. with sp 3 carbon atoms [19] . However in Refs. [1, 2] , various measurement techniques (transmission/tunnelling electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and measurements of gas leakage) were used to support the assertion that the proton transfer mechanism was not facilitated by atomic defects in the membranes.
Considerable theoretical effort has been devoted towards understanding the microscopic details of how protons penetrate 2D materials [9, 17, 18, [20] [21] [22] . It has been established on the basis of density-functional theory (DFT) calculations that the barriers to proton penetration through pristine graphene and h-BN in vacuum can be excessively high. Specifically, computed barriers of 3.5-4.0 eV have been reported for chemisorbed protons (i.e. protons that are covalently bonded to the 2D materials) to penetrate graphene [17, 18, 23] . If the protons do not chemisorb on the surface but rather penetrate the sheet via a metastable physisorption state, smaller barriers of 1.4-2.6 eV have been reported [17, 18, 23] . However, the physisorption state is only a very shallow minimum, separated from the much more stable chemisorption state by a barrier of ≤ 0.1 eV [24] . Therefore, it seems unlikely that penetration from the physisorption state is the dominant mechanism for fast proton conduction [22, 24] . Nonetheless this indicates that hydrogenation of graphene is facile and that graphene sheets immersed in proton conducting polymers or aqueous solutions could be hydrogenated or protonated to some extent. In addition, given the light mass of the proton, the role of nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) such as tunnelling and zero point motion could be relevant to the process, as shown e.g. through two interesting recent computational studies [21, 23] .
In this Letter, we report a study of proton transfer through graphene and h-BN, focusing on the transmission mechanism. Consistent with earlier studies, a very high potential energy barrier of ∼3.6 eV is found for proton penetration of graphene via the chemisorption state. Using ab initio path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , we take into account nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) and finite temperature thermal effects. We find that NQEs reduce the penetration barrier of graphene by 0.46 eV (12%) at 300 K, which is unlikely to be responsible for the experimentally observed high transfer rate. Upon considering the role sp 3 bonded atoms play on the penetration process, created here by hydrogenation of graphene and h-BN, we find that hydrogenation can reduce the penetration barriers significantly to less than 1 eV. This reduction arises because the hydrogenation induced sp 2 to sp 3 transformation destabilises the deep-lying chemisorption state in which the proton can get trapped on the pristine membranes. Geometrically, hydrogenation also expands the six-atom rings through which protons transfer. Analysis of the penetration barriers associated with many distinct hydrogenated membranes reveals a clear correlation between the height of the penetration barriers and the local degree of hydrogenation at the proton transfer site. Overall this work highlights the significant difference in proton penetration barriers that can be found in the vicinities of sp 3 bonded atoms and helps to rationalise the facile transport of protons through single-layer materials.
Our DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [32] , with an in house implementation of the ab initio constrainedcentroid MD/PIMD methods [28, 33] . The optB88-vdW functional was chosen in the electronic structure calculations so as to obtain a good description of the hydrogen (H)-bonding interactions and dispersion forces [34, 35] . Charged cells were employed to describe the protons in the simulations, and we confirmed that any charge states considered were correctly characterized with Bader analysis [36, 37] . We hydrogenated graphene to varying degrees without generating pinholes, using supercells ranging from 4×4 to 8×8. After hydrogenation, the supercell shape and size was allowed to change. For each partially hydrogenated structure, we have considered the two lowest energy structures following the study of Ref. [38] . The climbing image nudged elastic band (cNEB) method was used in calculating the static penetration barriers [39] , with a force convergence criterion of 0.03 eVÅ −1 and all atoms were allowed to relaxed. Beyond the static description, the classical and quantum free energy profiles were obtained with constrained MD and PIMD approaches [29] [30] [31] ; with the constraint applied on the vertical distance of the proton from the 2D layer. A 0.5 fs time step was used and the imaginary-time path in the PIMD simulations was sampled with 48 replicas, at a target temperature of 300 K. After thermalization, 30,000 steps (15 ps) were collected to calculate the constraint force, for each constraint point. By integrating over the constraint forces, the free energy profiles were obtained as detailed in the supplementary information (SI).
On free-standing graphene protons adsorb preferentially at the chemisorption site directly above a carbon atom ( Fig. 1 (a) ). From the chemisorption site, our calculations yield a proton penetration barrier of 3.60 eV. As noted, in previous experiments, the 2D layers were surrounded by proton conducting polymers or aqueous solutions [1, 2, 9, 20, 22] . In the current study, we do not aim to model such an aqueous environment. However, in order to gain an initial understanding of how the presence of water might impact upon the proton penetration process, we employed the simplified model shown in the inset of Fig. 1 (b) . This model contains one water molecule on each side of the graphene layer and with the addition of a proton it enables us to model proton transfer from an H 3 O + on one side of the sheet to an H 2 O on the other side of the sheet [40] . Our calculations show that the proton adsorbs at either the water molecule or the chemisorption site of the graphene sheet with very similar stability (Fig. 1 (b) ). The metastable physisorption site for protons on free-standing graphene, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) , disappears due to the presence of water. The energy barrier for a proton to transfer from the H 3 O + to the chemisorption site is less than 0.1 eV. The penetration barrier from the chemisorption site is 3.65 eV when water is present, very similar to the 3.60 eV obtained in the absence of water. The energy differences between physisorbed water molecules on different sites or with different orientations are only a few meV [40] [41] [42] , so different configurations of water molecules will not obviously influence the energy profile of the proton penetration process. Therefore, in agreement with recent work [22] , we conclude that the presence of water molecules is unlikely to change the fact that very high barriers exist for protons to transfer across the graphene layer. Finite temperature and NQEs [ZPE and quantum tunneling] are known to alter the barriers of chemical processes, particularly proton transfer barriers. To under-stand the importance of such effects on the current system, we performed a series of ab initio MD and PIMD simulations from which free energy barriers for proton penetration were obtained. The results of these simulations are shown in Fig. 2 . We find that the pure thermal effects on the barrier are relatively small and the free energy barrier in the model containing a water on either side of the sheet is 3.70 eV at 300 K. When NQEs are accounted for with PIMD the barrier is reduced by 0.46 eV at 300 K (Fig. 2) , quite a substantial reduction. Analysis reveals that this reduction in the free energy barrier is due to enhanced quantum delocalisation of the proton at the transition state compared to the initial state. This is similar behavior to that observed for H chemisorption on graphene [24] , and is illustrated by the snapshots shown in Fig. 2 . The reduction arising from NQEs is also in line with that reported by Poltavsky et al. when similar PIMD methods are used [23] , although a different computational model and reaction pathway was considered by Poltavsky et al.. However, considering the fact that the free energy barrier for the process examined remains > 3 eV at 300 K, we conclude that NQEs alone can't rationalise the experimentally observed fast proton transfer.
FIG. 2:
Free energy profiles at 300 K obtained with ab initio constrained MD and PIMD simulations for proton transfer across a graphene sheet in the presence of water molecules. The MD simulations take into account thermal effects, whereas the PIMD simulations capture thermal and nuclear quantum effects. PIMD simulation snapshots for the initial state and transition state are also shown. Blue (red and pink) balls represent the beads of protons (O and H atoms), for one snapshot in a PIMD simulation. The centroids of the C atoms are shown as brown balls.
We noted in the introduction that carbon atoms with sp 3 character are invariably present even in pristine graphene [19] . With this in mind we explored how the presence of chemisorbed hydrogens impact the proton penetration barrier of graphene. Adsorbed hydrogens are examined since when they chemisorb they lead to an sp 2 to sp 3 hybridisation of the carbon atoms they are bonded to but also because the hydrogenation of graphene is facile [43] . A broad range of hydrogenation scenarios was considered ranging from having just a single chemisorbed hydrogen at a proton penetration site to fully hydrogenated graphene (graphane) sheets. Examples of some of the structures considered are shown in Fig. 3 , with full details given in the SI [44] . Upon computing the proton penetration barriers through the various hydrogenated and partially hydrogenated sheets considered, we find that hydrogenation leads to reduced proton penetration barriers. The actual barriers obtained depends sensitively on the particular hydrogenation structure, with barriers for some hydrogenated structures reduced very substantially to < 1 eV.
FIG. 3:
Hydrogenation facilitates proton penetration through graphene. (a)-(f) The atomic structures of graphene and a selection of hydrogenated graphene sheets with different degrees of local hydrogenation. cNEB energy barriers for proton transfer through each sheet are also reported. Yellow and violet dots indicate C atoms hydrogenated from the top and bottom sides, respectively. The large smeared green ball indicates the hole of the C ring through which the proton penetration. In (f) the nearest neighbor (N) and second nearest neighbor (S) C atoms to the penetration site are indicated. Let us now look more closely at the hydrogenated systems and try to understand the barriers obtained. Crucially we find that the penetration of protons through a single atom layer is a local process and that the height of the penetration barrier depends primarily on the local degree of hydrogenation in the vicinity of the penetration Fig. 3 (f) ), and w representing a weight factor capturing the importance of hydrogenation at the second nearest sites. The barriers as a function of D H local , with w set to 0.5, are plotted in Fig. 3 (g) (tuning w from 0.2 to 0.8 gives similar results (Fig. S11) 
to the group with large barriers. In these systems, the six-C ring through which the proton penetrates is not fully hydrogenated. C atoms with sp 2 bonding are present in the ring and the proton can chemisorb at these sites before penetration (Figs. S4 and S5) . It is the presence of the very stable chemisorption sites that lead to particularly high barriers for proton penetration. For the systems considered, when D H local ≥ 6, the ring is fully hydrogenated. The sp 3 bonding eliminates the deep-lying chemisorption state before penetration. In so doing the initial state energy is raised and the barriers are lower than 2.0 eV. Note that this analysis reveals that because the barrier is related to the local extent of hydrogenation, a sample does not need to have a very high global degree of hydrogenation for low barrier proton penetration sites to exist. All that is required is a high local degree of hydrogenation and indeed surface science measurements and previous calculations show that upon hydrogenation there is a tendency for Hs to cluster [38, 45, 46] . Aside from eliminating the chemisorption well, sp 3 bonded carbons also lead to an expansion of the lattice. This can be seen in Fig. 3 (h) where the averaged C-C distance of a hexagon is shown to increase with D H local . This expansion is an additional geometric effect played by sp 3 bonded carbons [47] .
Our simulations with full hydrogenation correspond to the case when the graphene layer is fully hydrogenated around a local penetration site. They have the same D H local but different barriers in Fig. 3 (g) (three blue triangles). To understand why this happens, we take the chair conformation and a disordered H configuration as examples and show the actual cNEB barrier profiles in Fig. 4 . The key difference between these two systems is that in the chair conformation, the upper and lower sides of the graphene sheet are similarly hydrogenated, while in the disordered configuration the two sides of the sheet are hydrogenated to different extents. Such asymmetric decoration creates structures wherein it is yet more facile for the proton to penetrate form one side to the other. On a larger scale, one can imagine that hydrogenation can induce different local penetration sites, with the ease of penetration related to the extent of hydrogenation on either side of the sheet. For h-BN, H atoms also prefer to chemisorb in pairs on B and N atoms, and the averaged binding energy between H atoms and h-BN increases with the degree of hydrogenation [48, 49] . As with graphene, upon examining proton penetration through h-BN we find that the barriers decrease upon hydrogenation. As shown in Table I, the barrier through pristine h-BN is as high as 3.33 eV. In fully hydrogenated h-BN with ordered H configurations (h-BN sheets with stirrup and boat conformations, h-BN stirrup-H and h-BN boat-H ) [50] , the barrier can be reduced to less than 2.0 eV. For disordered H configurations, the barrier further decreases to ∼0.93 eV. Some representative energy profiles for partially and fully hydrogenated h-BN sheets are provided in the Figs. S14-S16.
In Table I , we summarize some representative barriers obtained for proton transfer through the various graphene and h-BN systems considered. Also included in Table I are the ZPE corrections to the barriers computed within the harmonic approximation. ZPE effects decrease the barriers to proton penetration in all systems considered and when they are taken into consideration the lowest barrier on graphene is 0.61 eV and on h-BN it is 0.51 eV. Finally, we note that we have also considered how substitution of H for D is likely to alter the penetration barriers. Treating this again at the ZPE level we find a 50 meV difference in penetration barriers between H and D for G disordered-H , and a 120 meV difference between H and D for h-BN disordered-H . In each case, the D barrier is slightly larger than the H barrier, in agreement with recent computational work [21] and experiment [2] . To conclude, we have reported a theoretical study on proton transfer through graphene and h-BN. After considering various factors that could impact on the penetration barriers for protons, we find that sp 3 hybridization at the penetration site, achieved here through hydrogenation, plays a key role in reducing these barriers to less than 1.0 eV. The physical origin of the barrier reduction is the elimination of the deep-lying chemisorption states and the expansion of the honeycomb lattice at the penetration site. Combining the major influence from hydrogenation and minor influence from NQEs, the experimentally observed low proton transfer barrier can be rationalised. Considering the fact that 2D materials can be functionalized with various elements other than H, e.g. O, OH, F, Cl, this study suggests that there could be further scope for more controllable ion and proton sieving. We hope our study can stimulate further theoretical and experimental investigations in this direction. EZPE is estimated as the ZPE differences between the initial and transition states. Gpristine and h-BNpristine are pristine graphene and h-BN sheets. G chair-H , G boat-H , G disordered-H , h-BNstirrup-H, h-BN boat-H and h-BN disordered-H are hydrogenated 2D sheets with various H conformations. Water molecules are present on either side of the sheet for all systems reported here. The lowest barrier for each material, is indicated in bold.
S.I COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS ABOUT DFT CALCULATIONS
Spin-polarized density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed by using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [1] . The projector-augmented plane wave (PAW) method was employed with a cut-off energy of 500 eV. The Monkhorst-Pack (MP) k-point meshes of 2×2×1 and 1×1×1 are used for supercells with the surface periodicity of 4×4 and 8×8. A slab layer of 15Å thick was enough to avoid interactions between the layers. We performed climbing image nudged elastic band (cNEB) claculations to get the proton penetration barriers across 2D materials [2] , with a force convergence criterion of 0.03 eVÅ −1 . The optB88-vdW functional was chosen for the electronic structure calculations so as to obtain a good description of the dispersion forces [3, 4] . Here we check the influence of using other functionals on the calculated penetration barriers for proton. We consider two kinds of penetration processes for the proton, a high barrier process with pristine graphene and a low barrier process with hydrogenated graphene, as shown in Fig. S1 . The cNEB barriers for proton penetration obtained with optB88-vdW [3, 4] , LDA [5, 6] , PBE [7] , PBEsol [8] , and PBE0 [9, 10] functionals ar summarized in Table SI . Similar cNEB barriers for proton penetration are obtained with various functionals.
S.II HYDROGENATED GRAPHENE AND H-BN SHEETS
In the main manuscript, we have discussed the influence of hydrogenation on the proton 
S.III PIMD SIMULATIONS
In this study, we employ constrained PIMD simulations to obtain the free energy profiles for proton penetration across graphene and h-BN sheets, by constraining the vertical displacement of proton from the 2D layers. During the PIMD simulations, the centroids of six atoms in the hexagon through which proton penetrates are allowed to relaxed; whereas the centroids of other atoms in the 2D sheets are fixed to the positions in the pristine 2D layers.
In PIMD simulations, the number of beads used to sample the imaginary-time path-integral is a very important parameter in descriptions of the NQEs. We have therefore calculated 
S.IV ISOTOPE EFFECT AND ZERO POINT ENERGY (ZPE) CORRECTION
The profiles of the mean constraint forces, for the proton and deuteron to penetrate through pristine graphene, are illustrated in FIG. S10. By integrating over the constraint forces, the free energy profiles are obtained for H and D, respectively. For this specific process, the isotope effect is about 134 meV.
In Table I E ZPE is calculated as the ZPE difference between the initial and the transition states. We can find that for hydrogenated h-BN sheets E ZPE s are larger.
This is related to the distinct atomic structures and vibrational frequencies of the initial states for hydrogenated h-BN sheets. On h-BN, although the deep-lying chemisorbed state is avoided upon hydrogenation, the elevated chemisorbed state is still a well-defined local minimum and we take it as the initial state for the calculation of the barriers. In Fig. S12 , The H adatoms below the sheets are colored with cyan (a contrast to pink) for clarity.
